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2 people required in

assembly to assist

holding glass panels

whilst the other person

screw brackets together.

Top of the glass

panel is 29mm

from the hole

centre.

Bottom of the

glass panel is

35mm from the

hole centre.

White nylon washer is always

positioned on the outside of

the glass panels.
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Self tapping timber

screws are designed to

bite in and screw in using

a hand held screw driver

or a cordless drill.
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Position the bracket and

screw in the self tapping

timber screw using a

hand held screw drivers

or a cordless drill.



4Properly position the

other side glass panel

and repeat steps 1 to 3.

Make sure to properly

tighten all the screws

using pliers.
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Attach the other bracket

and tighten the screws.

Place the top glass panel

and screws the brackets

from top, back and side.
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Top View

Repeat Step 5

and make sure

to tighten all

screws using

pliers.
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Commercial grade

acrylic tape

Top Rail

13mm high screw

Remove red stickers

and carefully aim so

that screws align

with holes on top of

the aluminium track

as acrylic tape is

very adhesive.

Tighten screws

to properly lock

the top rail.
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Bottom Rail

Rail Housing

Screw in Rail

Housing to the base

using screw driver or

cordless drill and

push in Bottom Rail

into Rail Housing.
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Shelf Holder

Put shelf holders

on both side glass

panels and tighten

using pliers.

FVU-1200 is the 1200mm

wide module which

includes extra back glass

support.

FVU-1200FVU-900
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Carefully position

glass shelf levels

onto shelf holders
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Bottom of glass doors

U-Shape Rubber

Position U rubber & track

as per photo.

Cushion door on tap track

with mallet (soft hammer).
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Plastic Spacer

Door track

in place

over U

rubber.

Completed

door tract

assembly.

Top plastic

spacer

position

25mm from

each on the

top of the

door.

Plastic

spacer in

place.
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Front door with lock Back door

Insert back door in first

then the front door with

lock.



Completed installation


